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Privacy – From Principles to Technology Standards 

Information Privacy is a critical success factor for the success of the emerging global digital market place1. 

Consumers will only shop in a market place that they trust. Technology standards will play an important 

role in progressing support for privacy in the information society accessing this market place23. Nokia 

supports Privacy by Design4. Privacy by Design is essential to assuring consumers that the underlying 

technology infrastructure of information society meets their privacy expectations. 

Solving the privacy challenge requires multi-party efforts. Regulators and policy makers need to work on 

privacy principles and identify clear privacy objectives. Advocacy needs to raise awareness and help bring 

issues to public discussion. Industry and technology representatives need to identify best practices for 

translating privacy principles into concrete technology solutions and drive privacy objectives into 

underlying technology infrastructure of information society.  

The role of technology standardization is essential for the above objective. Currently, many standards 

development organizations (SDO) and industry fora are working on technology standards and industry 

specifications for the information society infrastructure5. At the same time, the number of engineers with 

Privacy Engineering6 skills is limited.  To avoid fragmentation and to help build privacy engineering 

competency, SDOs and industry fora should: 

  

1. Document the group’s privacy commitment and endorse it at the highest level in the organization’s 

management; 

2. Identify a permanent group or an individual with responsibility to oversee privacy implications of 

the organization’s work items; 

3. Include a section on ”privacy considerations” in each of the organization’s specifications and make 

it mandatory for all future specifications; 

4. Review and update existing standards to include a “privacy considerations” section; 

5. Begin to document the Best-Practices for Privacy Controls and publish them as Privacy Design 

Patterns, so they can be shared across the industry. 

Some SDO and industry fora, such as ISO and IETF have formalized a central steering group or body of 

experts to address privacy related matters in their organizations. This approach means that privacy 

considerations are addressed in a timely and coordinated manner. Nokia supports this approach and 

believes it should be adopted commonly by all SDOs and industry fora. 
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A best-practice for businesses is the transparent articulation of their privacy vision. Similarly, SDOs and 

industry fora should specify the privacy mission for their standardization work. For example, this can be 

achieved by the management of these organizations explicitly committing to building privacy into their 

standards and specifications. 

SDOs and industry fora need to assure that specifications published by the group include a common section 

on Privacy Considerations, analogous to the Security Considerations section required in all IETF 

specifications7 and is being proposed also by the Internet Architecture Board8. The process used to create 

the Privacy Considerations is analogous to that used in a Privacy Impact Assessment (PIA)9. The Privacy 

Considerations section should identify applicable privacy principles10, describe possible control points that 

will allow for inserting privacy enabling technologies, document the personal data collected/used/stored/ 

transferred/ otherwise processed, identify vulnerabilities that could present a threat to privacy, specify 

what the risk of harm would be in these events, and document proposed mechanisms such as privacy 

controls11 to mitigate the threats. 

SDO and industry fora should review their portfolio of active projects. Each of the projects must be reviewed 

to assess the privacy impact that they might have. When a specification under development is identified as 

having a privacy impact, they must commit to adding a Privacy Considerations section prior to publication. 

As existing standards are considered for update or amendment, they too, should be edited to include a 

Privacy Considerations section. 

Privacy is likely to become a major category of technology innovation12.  Capturing leading and best 

practice solutions for privacy problems in the standards and specifications will promote the reuse of these 

solutions and enable growth of Privacy Engineering competency. Documenting these solutions as Privacy 

Design Patterns13 using a standard template such as the POSA Template14 would facilitate that. 

Nokia is making these recommendations because of the importance of technology in solving the “privacy 

challenge” and the importance of open standards and industry specifications to build the required 

infrastructure. The proposed five recommendations have the potential to be instrumental in promoting 

SDOs and industry fora development of privacy friendly standards and specifications that leads to the 

proliferation of a global digital market place that assures consumer trust. 
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